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The former Tellin foundry, which produced
thousands of bells
Val Des Cloches 129a
Tellin - 6927
Phone number (main contact): +32
Tellin-Fonderie ASBL

467 12 27 12
http://www.lafonderiedetellin.be

The Tellin foundry was the very last one in Belgium to make bells.
Guided tours of the site, listed as industrial cultural heritage,
present the lost wax technique used at the time, the bridge crane
and the reverberatory furnace.
The bell foundry, built by the Causard family, opened its doors in
1832. Its location, on the stagecoach route between France and
Germany, guaranteed its economic success. It closed its doors in
1970 but remains an iconic site.

The tenor bell of the Luxembourg cathedral
The Val des Cloches workshop moulded and casted thousands of
bells between 1832 and 1970, using a traditional method. It
provided church bells for over 500 Belgian parishes as well as
large bells, which can be seen, for example, in the Liège cathedral,
the Saint-Paulin church in Trier, the Maredsous Abbey Church, as
well as the tenor bell (known as the great bourdon) that hangs in

the Luxembourg cathedral.

Practical information
The visit includes a guided tour of the foundry (1 h), the screening
of an archive movie presenting the steps in the bell making
process (30 mn). The filming was done when the site was still
active.
The visit can include, on request, animation sessions for groups of
children

Visitors with specific needs
Please click here to see the list of facilities and activities accessible

to visitors with reduced mobility. Wallonia has developed the
Access-i program to give travellers a clear understanding of what
the infrastructures offer.
Here is our selection of Access-i site in Wallonia.

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.
We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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